
The Zomo Flightcase P-SL-A9 NSE is a set case suitable for the Pioneer DJ DJM-A9 mixer and 2x Pioneer DJ PLX-

1000 turntables and convinces with a lot of details. The P-SL-A9 NSE flight case adds a new equipment case to the

popular NSE series. This modern flightcase is incredibly robust to survive the hard tour everyday life without problems.

Abrasion, as well as cigarette burns, cannot harm the Flightcase P-SL-A9 NSE, thanks to the solidly processed,

laminated 9mm plywood. Developed for the strenuous tour use, the Zomo Equipment flight cases are definitely tour-ready and protect

your more expensive DJ equipment from damage, moisture or falls.

Thanks to the extra wide and black painted profiles made of aluminum and the massive ball corners, the Zomo DJ Case offers a very

high durability. To exclude slipping of the DJ mixer, the DJM-A9 Equipment Flightcase is equipped with an excellent inner padding,

which reliably protects the equipment from damage and scratches.

Even while your gear is still in the case, the front panel can be easily and quickly removed at the gig. We recommend the Zomo EA-

1 angle adapter as a seperate accessory to connect the headphones even easier to the mixer.

The Pioneer DJ Equipment Case in the black NSE (= Night Style Edition) offers not only professional quality, but also convinces with a

classic look - definitely an eye-catcher! For an incredibly secure fit of the lid and easy unlocking and locking provide the helpful

butterfly snap locks. Additionally all NSE equipment cases are lockable with an optional padlock for higher protection against theft.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Provides effective protection against shocks and scratches

High quality and workmanship for hardest use

Extra solid construction

Classic design

High quality inner padding for best hold

Practical ball corners

High-quality butterfly fasteners

Integrated carrying handles for easy transport

Removable lid

SPECIFICATIONS

Suitable equipment 1x Pioneer DJ DJM-A9 and 2x Pioneer DJ PLX-1000

Outer material 9mm plywood

Color Black (NSE)

Outer dimensions 1449 (width) x 563 (depth) x 209 (height) mm
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